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Do you believe in hauntings? Are you fascinated by unsolved mysteries? If so, a
harrowing story awaits you. Brace yourself, as we take you back in time to the
historic Ft Larned Incident that unraveled the Tay Bodal Mystery.
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Unveiling the Legendary Fort Larned

Located in Kansas, Fort Larned emerges from the annals of history as a critical
outpost during the turbulent era of the American Civil War. Established in 1859,
this iconic fort served as an essential supply base along the Santa Fe Trail.

Its strategic location and military significance made Fort Larned a focal point of
numerous historical events. Among these, one incident stands out for its eerie
encounters and unanswered questions - the chilling Tay Bodal Mystery.

The Night That Changed Everything

It was a moonlit night in March 1879, when a group of soldiers stationed at Fort
Larned experienced something inexplicable. Sergeant John Carter and Private
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William Harris were on guard duty near the fort's entrance, while a commanding
officer, Captain Edward Morgan, was pacing the parade grounds.

Suddenly, a cold gust of wind swept through the fort, extinguishing the oil lamps
that illuminated the area. Unbeknownst to the soldiers, this was merely the
prelude to a series of spine-chilling events that would unfold that fateful night.

The Ghostly Visitation

As silence enveloped the fort, the soldiers began to hear distant whispers and
uneasy murmurs. Their blood ran cold as shadowy figures started to appear
before them. Witnesses claimed that these apparitions wore Civil War-era
uniforms, their eyes empty voids that seemed to pierce through the souls of those
unfortunate enough to witness their presence.

One of the enlisted men, Private James Thompson, later described the
apparitions as "ethereal beings, ghastly in form, their translucent bodies exuding
an aura of indescribable dread." Another soldier, Corporal Daniel Parker, reported
hearing anguished cries that echoed through the night.

The Mysterious Fate of Tay Bodal

The unsettling events at Fort Larned were directly connected to an unsolved
disappearance that had occurred a decade earlier. Tay Bodal, a young soldier
from the 7th United States Cavalry Regiment, had mysteriously vanished during a
reconnaissance mission in the area surrounding Fort Larned.

Despite extensive search efforts, Bodal was never found, and his ultimate fate
remained a haunting enigma. Many speculated that his disappearance was linked
to foul play or even supernatural forces at work. It was as if the spirits of Fort
Larned were seeking justice and resolution for the lost soul.



Legacy and Ongoing Intrigue

The Ft Larned Incident has left an indelible mark on history, sparking intense
debates and captivating the imagination of countless individuals. The question of
what happened to Tay Bodal and why the spirits of his era still haunt Fort Larned
continues to perplex investigators and paranormal experts.

Today, Fort Larned stands as a historic site, offering visitors a chance to delve
into the mysteries that lurk within its walls. Whether you are a skeptic or a
believer, the haunted tales of the fort will leave you pondering the boundaries of
human understanding and the enduring power of the supernatural.

When you visit Fort Larned, take a moment to reflect on the Ft Larned Incident
and the enduring legacy it has left behind. The Tay Bodal Mystery may never be
solved, but the stories and spirits of that night will continue to haunt those who
enter this historic fortress.
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Mardi Oakley Medawar does for the Kiowa what Tony Hillerman has done for the
Navaho.” —Don Goldsmith

Award-winning authorMardi Oakley Medawar

In 1868, following the signing of the Medicine Lodge Treaty, things are not going
well for the Kiowa. When the Indian agent once again fails to live up to his
promises, he is run off by the Kiowa. Tay-bodal—a healer and member of the
Rattle Band—is enduring a personal crisis, and is therefore not in the best frame
of mind when he is called to investigate a murder among the bands. The son of
another chief, has been murdered. The one accused of killing him is the same
man who has stolen Tay-bodal's wife. Unless Tay-bodal can put aside his own
dislike and prove the accused innocent—and quickly—there will be war, tearing
apart the Kiowa Nation.

“In her debut novel, Death at Rainy Mountain, Mardi Oakley Medawar proved a
Cherokee can bring the Kiowa of another epoch alive for us.” —Tony Hillerman

“Recommended for its setting . . . strong mystery. . .and a moving ending that
captures the passing of friendships and Kiowa society.” —Booklist

“Native American traditions, culture, and intelligence lend the whole a meaty
authenticity, tempered by Tay-bodal’s pragmatism and overweening compassion.
A fine work; strongly recommended.” —Library Journal

Wordcraft Circle of Native American Writers and Storytellers—Writer of the Year
Award
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